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ABSTRACT 

I nve.6tiga.t,fon6 :to de.:tvunlne :the ma.gn.Uu.de o 6 c.ommVLua.l frl6 h popui.a;uon6 
and :the na;te :thetj c.oui.d be exploded WVLe c.onduc.:ted a.:t CoJtai.v,U'..,te Re.6VLvo,Ur_ 
dwung :the 5 IJeaA peJuod, 1966-1970. Populai,,lon Mtima.:te.6 incuc.a.:ted bigmouth 
bu66a.lo WVLe mo-6:t a.bunda.n:t 06 antJ f..peue.6 wilh a.ppMuma.:tely 370 pvi. ac.Jte and 
1.,,t,andi,ng, CAop WM Mtima.:ted a.:t 1,046 lb1., pVL a.CAe. An expeJumen:ta.l ne.:t ~hVLIJ 
WM c.onduc.:ted in 1967 and 1968 :to de.:tvunlne q.66ec.:tf.. 06 explo,lt,a,t,[on. The 
6i'->hVLIJ exploded 13 lb-6 pVL ac.Jte 06 c.Mp, c.ivc.p1.iu.c.k.VL, buHal.o a.nd c.hannel 
c.a.:t~h. Fi'->h wVLe Jtemoved btJ 6Jtame neu, 1.,la.:t :t.1La,p1:i, bail neu, a.nd g,L,U neu. 
To:to.£ geaJt e66o!L:t WM 5,616 ne.:t datJ-6. An adcutiona.l 125 lb1., pVL ac.Jte wVLe lo-6:t 
btj win:tVL k.ill Jte.6ui.ting 6Mm oxtjgen depletion in Febll.ua!LIJ, 1969. U6e ~:to!LtJ 
and popui..ation 1.,:ta,;ti,,6,t.i,C,f., 1.,howed no c.hange due :to explo,i;ta;Uon, even wilh :the 
a.dcutiona.l molL:ta.Wtj 6Mm wi..n:tVL k.ill. GMw:th in bodtj length 06 bigmouth 
bu66alo expll.e.6-6ed blJ :the Wal6oJtd line WM • 79. Mean in6:ta.n:ta.neoUf.. :to:to.1-
mo.lL:taWIJ Wa-6 • 40. Leng:th-wugh:t Jtel.ationf..hipf.. and c.oncution 6ac.:toM wVLe 
c.ompu:ted 60.IL c.ompaM,6on dull.ing eac.h IJeM 06 :the invMtigation. Selec.tiviltj 06 
g,U'..,t neu WM -6:tucued in 1970 :to de.:tvunlne :thw 6eMibU,Utj 6oll. Uf..e in a. 
c.ommVLeial fri,6hVLIJ. To:to.£ c.a.:tc.h WM 2,267 6i'->h in 256 ne.:t da.tj-6 a.nd WM domin.a.:ted 
btj bigmouth bu66alo. Ca.:tc.h 1.,uc.c.e.6-6 06 bu66alo in :the 4, 5, 6 a.nd 7 inc.h me.6h 
-6ize WM 3. 7, 4. 6, 3. 3 and 4. 0 6if.. h pVL ne.:t da.tj. Ca.:tc.h 6Mm 12 Ma.tj-14 AugUf..:t 
Jta.nged 6Mm 6. 9-1. 4 fr<,6h pVL ne.:t da.tj. Spawning a.c.tivi:tlj in Ma.y and June 
Jte.6ui.:ted in highe.6:t c.a.:tc.h na;te.6. Location 06 ne.:t 1.,de Jtevea.led no cu66VLenc.e 
in c.a.:tc.h 1.,uc.c.e.6-6, bu:t ne.:t pof..ition in Jtelation :to -6hoJte 1.,howed '->igni6ic.a.n:tty 
highVL c.a.:tclie.6 WVLe ma.de a.:t P66-'->ho!Le a.JteM. ThVLe WM 1.,ign,.i.,f,ic.an:t di66vr.enc.e 
in f..ize 1.,elec.tivdtJ 06 6 and 7 inc.h me.6h ovVL 4 and 5 inc.h me.6h. Six:ty-1.,ix 
'-> po!L:t frl6 h oil. 3% o 6 :the :to:to.£ c.a.:tc.h wVLe :ta.k.en in :the g,U'..,t nw. Po:te.ntia.l 
equ-i.Ub!Lium yield e.6.tlma.:te.6 WVLe c.ompu:ted Uf..ing :the Beve.Jt:ton-HoU pMc.e.dwte. 
Yi.e.ld !Ulnged 6Jtom 17-111 lb!:i pVL '->Ull.6a.c.e a.CAe wilh mean JteCJl.11U,men:t 06 100 fr<,6h 
pVL a.CAe a.:t, a.ge 2. 5. In6:ta.n:ta.ne.oUf.. 6i'->hing na;te,6 WVLe. a.djc.u,:ted 6Mm .1-1.6. 
Seven-inc.h ,me.6h WM m0-6:t p!Loduc.tive a.:t fr<,6hing Jta.:te 06 1. 6, bu:t mo1:i:t e6Muen:t 
na;te WM 1. 2 whic.h ll.Mui.:ted in 70% explo,i;ta;Uon . Rec.ommenda.tion6 6oll. a. c.orrrnVLua.l 
frl6 hVLIJ w.ah Jtegui..ation6 60.IL :the ~ hVLy Me pll.e.6 en:ted a.nd dif.. c.Uf..-6 ed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A network of both existing and proposed flood control reservoirs in Iowa 
will make vast amounts of additional habitat ~vailable for fish populations. 
Approximately 30,000 surface acres of reservoirs will be operational within 
the near future. Much of this additional habitat is conducive to r ough-fish 
species, but harvest of the resource is extremely low or absent. Low harvest 
usually results from disinterest of anglers f~r r-ough fish . Al so, species such 
as buffalo or carpsucker are rarely taken on '~port fishing gear. Low harvest 
was promoted because the Code of Iowa prohibited commercial exploitation or 
sale of any fish except from the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers or under 
special provisions of statute Chapter 109.17. 

The US Congress passed Public Law 88:309 on 20 May, 1964 , allowing federal 
funding for research and development of commercial fisheries. Iowa received 
approval for a 6-yr project t o conduct research on inland streams and reservoirs 
upon filing proper application documents. The investigation was initiated in 
June, 1966. 

Statewide investigations by Meek (1892) between 1889 and 1891 indicated 
abundant populations of catostamids .· Records in the late 1930' s by Aitken (1940) 
showed catostomids were abundant and European carp populations extremely abundant 
and ubiquitous in the state. Later investigations by Harri son (1949 and 1954) 
and Cleary (1953) showed populations of· rough fish were common to abundant during 
1948-1952. 'Biomass of carp, quillback and redhorse was estimated by Harrison 
(1956) at approximately 600 lbs per surface acre in the Humboldt impoundment 
of the Des Moines River. In the early 1950's Cleary (1954) found carp, quill
back and sucker comprised 66% of trap net catches by weight in the Cedar River. 
Mayhew (1964) determined carp, buffalo and carpsucker in Coralville Reservoir 
contributed ~6% by weight to the 1963 sample. The foll owing year Helms (1964) 
found rough •f i sh species comprised 80% of net samples by weight. 

Al though rough fish comprise a large biomass in Iowa waters they are often 
undesirable t o anglers. The highest catches were recorded by Harrison (1962) 
who found carp contributed 36% to angler catch on the Des Moines River. Mayhew 
(1963) determined 9% of the catch at Coralville Reservoir was carp and 3% of the 
anglers preferred fishing for carp. Helms (1964) found 6% of t he catch was carp 
and 2% of the anglers preferred carp. Harvest of rough fish species was con
tinuously< 5 lbs per surface acre at Coralville Reservoir. 

The present investigation was conducted at Coralville Reservoir because 
previous surveys by Mayhew (1964) showed the lake and tailwaters contained large 
populations of commercially valuable f ood fish. Overall objectives of the 
investigation were four f old. First, determine the magnitude and rate popula
tions of commercial food fish could be exploited without jeopordizing established 
sport fisheri es. Second, evaluate changes in life history statistics resulting 

1
study was partially financed by Project 4-11-R; Commercial Fisheries 

Research and Development Act (PL 88:309) administered by National Mar i ne 
Fisheries Service , NOM. 

- ~------ -
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from increased harvest. Third, delineate factors affecting catch success of 
various types of fishing gear. Last, determine species selectivity of various 
types of fishing gear. Although equal emphasis was given to all species of 
food fish, this report deals mainly with bigmouth buffalo. Buffalo were the • 
most abundant commercial food fish in the lak,e and had the highest market 
potential for profitable harvest. Carp and carpsucker were numerous but low 
market price precluded important commercial exploitation. Channel catfish 
have high market value, but their density in the reservoir was low and catfish 
are very important to the sport fishery. Detailed results for other species 
are discussed by Mayhew and Mitzner in Project Segment Completion Reports for 
4-11-R-l, 4-11-R-2, 4-11-R-3, 4-11-R-4, and 4-11-R-5 (1967 through 1971). 

The primary objectives were achieved by a systematic procedure outlined 
an integral part of the investigation. First, population estimates were made 
and biological statistics collected on age structure, growth, length-weight 
relationship, body condition, mortality rates and total catch for each type of 
gear. These parameters formed the baseline for comparison of changes resulting 
from exploitation and provided statistics for use in yield estimate models. 

A controlled exploitation program was initiated in 1967 and 1968 to 
determine changes in population statistics resulting from population reduction. 
Harvest rate was not to exceed 20% of the 1966 population estimates. After 
exploitation, population estimates were repeated and vital statistics collected 
to evaluate the effects of exploitation. 

Evaluation of gill nets . was conducted in 1970 to determine the feasibility 
of this gear for a commercial fishery. Selectivity of species, body size and 
catch rate were measured and variation from important extrinsic sources were 
also measured to account for unexplained variation in catch rate. 

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA 

Coralville Reservoir is located near Iowa City in Johnson County, Iowa 
and impounds the Iowa River 83 miles from its confluence with the Mississippi 
River. It was built by the US Army Corps of Engineers, Rock Island District 
and became operational in 1958. The primary purpose of operation is downstream 
flood control and navigational release for barge traffic in the upper Mississippi 
River basin. Recreational benefits are of secondary importance to flood control. 

The summer conservation pool is 680 ft mean sea level (MSL) and contains 
4,900 surface acres. At this level mean depth is 14 ft with 38,610 acre-ft 
storage capacity (Plate 1). This level is maintained from 15 June-1 September 
except when flood waters are temporarily stored. From 1 September-15 December 
the level is raised to 683 ft MSL for waterfowl management. It is then reduced 
to 680 ft MSL until 1 February when it is drawn down to 670 ft MSL in anticipa
tion of spring floods. At low level the pool contains 1,820 surface acres with 
7,979 acre-ft storage and mean depth of 4.3 ft. Flood pool elevation is 712 ft 
MSL with potential storage capacity of 24,800 surface acres and mean depth of 
16.3 ft. Excess storage is released at no more than 10,000 CFS nor less than 
150 CFS depending on storage volume. 
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Plate 1 . Coralville Reservoir at study area. 
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The watershed contains 3,115 square miles of highly productive soil 
intensively cultivated for row crop production. •Runoff from the drainage is 
high in nutrients and enriches the biological productivity of the Iowa River 
and consequently Coralville Reservoir. McDonald (1971) recorded N02 ranging 
from .01 to 3.90 PPM; NH4 ranged up to 4.65 PPM. These values usually exceeded 
.1 PPM and frequent ly surpassed 1 PPM. P04 ranged from .04 to 1.90 PPM with 
mean of .63 PPM. Total alkalinity had a seasonal mean of 201 PPM. Mean BOD 
was 4.6 PPM but exceeded 30 PPM at times . Turbtdity was also high, ranging up 
to 600 JTU with a mean of 58 JTU. High tur~idi~y during the summer season was 
due both to suspended particulate material and high algal populations. Temp
erature varied no more than 5° F from surface to bottom, even during summer 
months. When thermal stratification started to form it was destroyed by wind 
and current. Storage ratio is .03 and normal flow was strong enough to dissi
pate thermal stratification. 

Water levels during the study did not vary drastical ly from operational 
objectives except in 1969 when flood conditions occurred. In 1965 and 1969 
during spring f loods elevations of 708.5 ft MSL and 711.9 ft MSL were recorded. 
Heavy rainfall in June 1969 caused a rapid increase in reservoir level to 
691 ft MSL by 10 June. Abnormal, heavy rainfall persisted and by 9 July water 
stage was 704 ft MSL and increased .to 711.9 ft MSL by 21 July. Water level 
gradually receded throughout the summer and did not reach elevation 683 ft MSL 
until mid-September. A gradual and steady increase of water level in 1968 
caused optimum conditions for growth of rooted aquati c vegetation, dominated 
by smartweed . This dense growth made it difficult t o find productive netting 
sites. , 

A partial fi sh-kill occurred during February and March, 1969. High dis
charge into the reservoir in late January from melt-water caused an increase 
in BOD and subsequent decline in DO to 2.6 PPM, but no fish loss was observed 
at this time. Similar conditions occurred in late February and early March 
after winter drawdown. Recurrent thawing and runoff were again accompanied by 
high BOD values. At this time many dead and dying fish were observed. On 
26 February, all BOD levels were> 30 PPM and DO decreased to 1.4 PPM. DO was 
.2 PPM on 6 March and gradually increased to 6.8 PPM on 11 March. Estimates 
of fish loss at ice-off, based on observation of fish fl oating and dead on 
shore, were 20% for tolerant species such as carp, and 40% for species such as 
crappie and walleye. 

Commercial food fish lost because of the 1969 winter kill could not have 
been marketed, but biologically they were extracted from the population. This 
unexpected dep l etion of fish stocks was considered a unique type of exploitation 
and was included in evaluation of population dynamics. Population parameters 
were analyzed to detect causal effects occurring from the net fishery and the 
additional depletion by winter kill. Netting removed 6.2 and 6.8 lbs per sur
face acre in 1967 and 1968, respectively. Mortality due to low DO accounted 
for approximately 125 lbs per acre. 
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

Sampling was conducted on a bi-weekly basis with the last week in March 
the initial period. Sub sequent periods were numbered consecutively from this 
period. Scale samples, body lengths and weights were collected in each bi
weekly period. Approximately 400 buffalo were measured every year. Each 
sample was selected from a randomly chosen piece of gear and all fi sh were 
measured to avoid size selectivity in the S'!-Jll,Pl~. Catch statistics by weight 
and number were recorded for each type of gear. 

Sampling gear consisted of frame trap nets, baited hoop nets, slat traps 
and gill nets. Frame nets had SO-ft leads with two, 2 1/ 2 x 5-ft frames ahead 
of a hoop net 2 1/2-ft in diameter and 8-ft long. A wing throat was formed by 
the frames and the hooped portion of the net contained two funnel throats. The 
entire net was constructed of 2-inch stretch measure web . Leads were always 
set perpendicular to shore at a depth sufficient to cover the hoops. Baited 
hoop nets were constructed identically to the hooped portion of the frame nets 
except they had 2-ft hoops and were made of 1 1/2-inch s tretch measure web. 
These nets were baited with cheese trimmings or soybean meal and set in flowing 
water. Nets were anchored in the current so fish attracted upstream were 
exposed to the throated end of the net . Slat traps were constructed of 
1 1/2 x 1/4- inch oak slats separated by an opening of approximately 3/8-inch 
to form a box with overall dimensions of 1 x 1 x 5-ft. One end was open and 
contained a pyramidal oak slat throat. · A door was located on the opposite 
end for fish removal. This gear was baited, but could be set in either flowing 
or standing water. Gill nets were 6-ft deep by 100-ft l ong and fished perpen
dicular to shore . Mesh size was 4-inch stretch measure. Description of 
experimental gill nets will be given in the section on gill net selectivity. 

Each type of gear was used when it was most effective. Deployment in this 
manner allowed f or ·maximum catches and better personnel efficiency. Frame 
netting was initiated during the first period and terminated after Period 10, 
while slat traps were used from Period 4-14. Bait netting was conducted during 
Periods 6-7 and continued in Periods 12-14. Most effort was expended on gill 
netting during 1970 to evaluate the efficiency and selectivity of this type 
of gear. 

GEAR UTI LIZATION, SPECIES COMPOSITION AND CATCH STATISTICS 

During the study 139,079 fish weighing 138,754 lbs were captured with 
10,136 net days (ND) of effort. Carp (CypJt,.i,nLJ.I.> eaJtpio) were most numerous and 
contributed 38,642 to the catch followed by channel catfish, (Ic:t.a.1.Lvuu, 
pune,ta,tU6) 31,166 ; buffalofish (IctiobU6 eypJt,.i,ne.llU6 and bubal.U6), 31,056; 
and carpsucker (CaJtpiodv., eaJtpio and eypJt,.i,nLJ.I.>), 19,996. Other species included 
northern pike (E-0ox luuU6), northern red horse (Moxo-0toma awieolum), silver 
red horse (M. ani-OWtum) , flathead catfish (Ic..tai.uJu.L6 oliv~), bullhead 
(1~ -0pp . ), white bass (RoeeU6 cJuuj-0op-0), yellow bass, (R. 
mi-0-0i-0-0ippien6i-O), largemouth bass (MlCJWpteJl.U6 -0almoidu), white crappie 
(Pomo~ ann~), black crappie (P. ru.g~omaeulatU6), green sunfish (Lepomv., 
eyan~), bluegill (L. ma~oeWLU6), pumpkinseed (L. gibbo-0U6) and walleye 
(St.lzo-0tecuon v~eum) contributing the remaining 28,219. 
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GEAR EFFORT 

Each type of gear was selective to cer tain species and distribution of 
effort for each gear influenced the overall species composition. Frame nets 
were utilized 2,094 ND with most intensive use in 1968 and 1969 when gear was 
set 675 and 583 ND (Table 1). In 1966, frame . nets were set 296 ND followed by 
437 and 103 ND for 1967 and 1970. Baited slat traps wer e used 6,196 ND during 
the investigation. Most intensive use was during years of exploitation with 
1,988 and 1,562 ND. Effort for 1966, 1969 an,d 1970 was 1 ,122, 983 and 541 ND, 
respectively. Baited hoop nets were used l ,'6.83 "'N"D for sampling and exploi ta
tion. In 1966, the conservation pool was near flood stage and with no flowing 
water within the study area; hoop nets were set only 12 ND. Conditions were 
near optimum in 1970 and hoop nets were used 576 ND . During the exploitation 
phase 469 and 475 ND were expended whi Jc i n 1969 bait nets were set 151 ND. 
Buffalo nets and gill nets were used 73 and 163 ND. 

Table 1. Distribution of effort for commercial fishing gear in net days (ND) 

Year Slat trap Frame net Bait net Gill net 

1966 1,122 296 12 5 
1967 1,988 437 469 5 
1968 1,562 675 475 5 
1969 983 583 151 20 
1970 541 103 576 128 

Total 6,196 2,094 1,683 163 

SPECIES COMPOSITION 

Frame net samples produced 101,872 fish weighing 117,016 lbs. Distribution 
of catch was 10,697 lbs in 1966 and 21,801 lbs , 33, 159 lbs, 27,658 lbs and 8,557 
lbs in 1967-1970. Numerical species composition was always dominated by carp. 
They contributed 45.2%, 37.9%, 26.6%, 36.0% and 33.3% to the catch in 1966-1970 
(Table 2). Carpsucker ranked second, comprising approximately 25%, except in 
1969 and 1970 when buffalo became more important. Bigmouth buffalo were not 
effectively captured by frame nets and they contri buted 3.5%, 5.5%, 21.1%, 34 . 4% 
and 18.2% to the catch in 1966-1970. Channel catfish never contributed more 
than 1%. Crappie was most numerous of other species comprising 9-26% of the 
catch. 

Combined slat trap effort yielded 14 ,698 fish weighing 8,843 lbs. Highest 
catch was in 1967 with 5,515 followed by 1966, 3,493; 1968, 2,431; 1969, 2,086; 
and 1970, 1,173. Channel catfish were more vul nerabl e to bai ted slat traps than 
frame nets and always dominated catches. In 1967 they cont ributed 95.7% to the 
catch followed by 93% in 1970 and 86%, 81.1% and 86.7% in 1966, 1968 and 1969 
(Table 3). Carp were second most abundant comprising 12.2%, 2.9%, 13.8%, 3.9% 
and 3.4% of the catches in 1966-1970. Other species never contributed> 5% to 
the catch . 
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Table 2. Catch and species composition in frame nets 

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
Species 

N % N % N % N % N % 

,,. .-
Carp 4,828 45.2 8,266 37.9 8,80'0 76.6 9,957 36.0 2,867 33.3 
Carpsucker 2,731 25.6 5,183 23.8 7,397 22.3 3,587 12.9 552 6.4 
Buffalo 377 3.5 1,202 5.5 6,970 21.1 9,533 34.4 1,569 18.2 
C catfish 67 .6 141 .6 378 1.1 154 .6 14 .2 
Other 2,677 25.2 7 ,016 32.1 9,577 29.0 4,440 16.1 3,589 41.6 

Total 10,680 21,808 53,122 27,671 8,591 

Table 3. Catch and species composition in slat traps 

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
Species 

N % N % N % N % N % 

C catfish ,3,005 ,86 .0 5,277 95.7 1,972 81.1 1,810 86. 7 1,091 93.0 
Carp 427 ,12. 2 159 2 .9 336 13.8 82 3.9 40 3.4 
Carpsucker 0 0 0 0 2 .1 1 .1 0 0 
Buffalo 0 0 9 .2 2 .1 3 .1 1 .1 
Other 61 1. 7 70 1. 3 119 4.8 190 9.1 41 3.5 

Total 3,493 5,515 2,431 2, 086 1,173 

Baited hoop nets were also dominated by channel catfish . Species composition 
was 79.6% channel catfish and 18.6% carp. 

EXPLOITATION 

Exploitation of buffalo could be expected to alter vital statistics of the 
population. Removal of carp, carpsucker and channel catfish would also have an 
indirect effect on the buffalo population. These effects could change growth 
rate, recruitment and mortality rate. 

During years of exploitation 55,343 lbs of carp, carpsucker, buffalo and 
channel catfish were removed with frame nets (Plate 2). Carp contributed 11,247 
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Plate 2. Experimental exploi t ation of buffalo, carp, and carpsucker . 
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lbs to the catch i n 1967 and 12,121 lbs in 1968. Carpsucker catch was 9,762 lbs 
in 1967 and 12,121 l bs in 1968. Buffalo harvest w~s 2,245 and 7,261 l bs in 1967 
and 1968. Channel cat fi sh contributed 97 and 489 lbs t o the catch in the same 
years. Total removal by this gear was 10.9 l bs per surface acre. 

Exploitation of channel catfish, carp, carpsucker and buffalo by slat traps 
accounted for 3,010 lbs in 1967 and 1,423 lbs in 1968. Channel catfish con
tributed 3, 443 lbs for the two-year program while 940 lbs of carp , 47 lbs of 
buffalo and 3 l bs of carpsucker were exploited. Total removal by this gear was 
4,433 lbs or . 9 lbs per surface acre. ,_ ..... ;; _ 

Exploi tation by bait nets in 1967 accounted for 3 , 161 lbs of channe l cat
fish, 2,111 lbs of carp , 12 lbs of carpsucker and 3 lbs of buffalo . Tot a l 
exploitation was 5,287 lbs or slightly more than 1 lb per surface acr e . 

Buffalo nets and gi ll nets accounted for removal of 760 l bs of carp, carp
sucker, channel catfish and buffalo . Combined gear effort r esulted in total 
exploitation of 65, 823 l bs of fish i n 1967 and 1968 or 13 lbs per surface acre. 

CATCH PER UNIT EFFORT 

Relative abundance described by Rounsefell and Everhart (1953 : 64) indi
cated catch success values can be us ed to detect change in population density. 
Catch per unit of effort is usually the most immediate and noticeable of all 
parameters aff ected by exploitation. 

An evaluation was made of catch in frame nets for bigmouth buffalo to 
relate their abundance t o exploitation. Mean catch rates wi thin sampling years 
1967-1970 were compared by two-way ana l ysis of variance dur ing Periods 4, 6, 7, 
9 and 10. 

Mean catch of bigmouth buffalo ranged from .02 fish per net hour (FNH) in 
Period 4, 1967 to 1.26 FNH in Period 9, 1970 (Table 4). Buffalo catches in 1967 
were lowest with a mean of .09 FNH. Hi ghest catch rates were achived in 1969 
with .69 FNH fol lowed by 1968 and 1970 with .45 and . 57 FNH, r espectively. High 
catches in 1969 and 1970 were obviously due to recruitment of t he abundant 1966 
year cl ass into the f ishery. Mean catch for Periods 4, 6 , 7, 9 and 10 were .36, 
.69, .54, .45 , .22 and .45 FNH showing no distinct seasona l t rend. Analysis of · 
variance showed no difference between years or within sampling periods 
(P > . OS). 
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Table 4. Catch of bigmouth buffalo in frame nets expressed as FNH . 

Sample year 
Netting 
period 1967 1968 1969 1970 

,,,. .. '. 
4 . 02 .53 .70 .18 
6 .08 . 79 1. 25 .64 
7 .12 .54 1. 04 .46 
9 .09 .13 . 30 1. 26 

10 .12 . 25 .1 6 .33 

x .09 .45 .69 .57 

LIFE HISTORY OF BUFFALO 

Knowledge of life history was essential to evaluat e change in population 
density due to exploitation. Fisheries biologists have us ed trends in rate of 
growth, l ength-weight relationship, body condition, me an weight and age structure 
t o relate corr esponding changes i n population density (Ri cker, 1958; Rounsefell 
and Everhart , 1953). A large change i n abundance will tend toward equilibrium 
and become evi dent in altered life history statistics. Computations involving 
yie ld equat i ons also require this basic information. In addition, maximum 
attainable lyngth and weight, instantaneous growth, total and natural mortali t y 
and age of Decruitment to gear are necessary for estimati ng yie ld . These 
statistics were determined for bigmouth buffalo throughout the investigation and 
were used to compare original and exploi ted popul ations. 

LENGTH-WEIGHT RELATIONSHIP 

Measurement s of total body length and weight were taken from 1,492 bigmouth 
buffalo in Peri ods 1- 12 of each study segment. Length-we i ght relationships wer e 
computed independently for each year using the linear regression model 

Log10w = l og10a + b log10L 

wher e Wis weight i n l bs and Lis tot al length (TL) in inches. 

The following constants were computed from paired observations. 

1966: l og10w = -3.0019 + 2.8099 log10L 
1967: log10w = -3.4108 + 3.1364 log10L 
1968 : log10W = -3.2226 + 2.9790 log10L 
1969: log10w = -3.3126 + 3.0541 log10L 

.L.1:..A,__1__ L 
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Correlation coefficients for all regressions were> . 998 . . 
Paired intercepts (a) and slopes (b) were compared by St udents t-distribution. 

Differences in a and b values were significant at the 95% level between 1966 and 
all other years , and 1967 and 1968. All other. year combinations had common values. 

The di f ference between 1966 and 1967 showed small buffalo i n 1966 were in 
better condi t ion than those in 1967 with the inflection occurring at 17.9 inches 
(Table 5). Condition factors (C) for fish a~?ve 5and below t he infl ection point 
in 1966 were 62 and 55 compared to 61 and 53 for 1967 samples . 

Table 5. Condition factors of bigmouth buffalo 

1966 1967 1968 1969 

Observed Observed Observed Ob served 
length C length C length C length C 

8.2 60 6.5 51 7.6 52 4.2 81 
9.2 60 7.3 54 8. 4 61 5.8 51 

10.1 65 8.0 51 9.4 58 9.4 52 
11.1 68 8.8 47 10.4 56 10. 4 55 
12.0 64 9.5 54 11.4 56 11. 4 56 
13.0 64 10 . 3 53 12.4 56 12.4 56 
14.5 63 11.1 56 13.4 58 13.4 56 
16.1 57 11.8 52 14.4 56 14.4 56 
17.1 58 12.5 56 15 .4 46 15. 4 55 
18.6 55 13 . 3 55 16 .4 51 16.5 61 
19.6 57 14.0 54 17 .4 47 18.0 55 
20.5 57 16 .3 49 18.4 54 19 . 2 56 
21.5 56 17 . 8 56 19.4 55 20.2 56 
22.5 54 18.5 58 20 . 4 59 21. 2 56 
23.7 53 19.3 58 21.4 59 22.2 56 
26.0 52 20 . 0 58 22.4 62 23.2 60 

20.8 59 23.4 60 24.1 64 
21.5 60 24. 4 61 25.0 58 
22 . 3 59 25.9 65 
23. 0 63 26.4 64 
23.8 58 29.0 64 
24.4 61 
25.0 62 
26.3 65 

Differences between 1966 and 1968 occurred on eit her side of 20 inches TL. 
Buffalo< 20. 2 i nches were in better condition in 1966 t han those in 1968. In 
1966 C values f or fish above and below 20.2 inches wer e 54 and 61 and in 1968, 
these values were 60 and 54. 
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Buffalo < 18.8 inches were in better condition in 1966 than fish of the 
same size in 1969 . Condition factors for fish of .these sizes were 61 and 58 in 
1966 and 1969 , respectively. For buffalo> 18.8 inches condition factors were 
54 and 60 in 1966 and 1969. 

Toe difference between length-weight regression in 1967 and 1968 was 
apparent at an inflection of 15. 7 inches . Condi tion factors in 1967 for the 
two size classes were 53 and 59 f or smaller and l ar ger sizes, respectively. 
Comparable values in 1968 were 55 and 56. ,_..,. _; _ 

BODY-SCALE RELATIONSHIP 

Body-scale relationship was determined from 348 samples collected in 1967 . 
TL of the sample ranged from 5 .8-24.5 inches . Scale measurements and body lengths 
were grouped by paired observations. Scales were magnified (17X) and measured 
from the focus to the s cale edge along the first primary radius between the 
lateral and pos terior fields. The relationship appeared to be linear and the 
model 

L = a+ bS 

was used to describe the real t i onship where L denoted TL in inches and S was the 
scale radius in inches (Xl7). 

The regress ion was best described by the equation L = 1. 24 + 2. 81S. Corre
lation coefficient for this regression was .995. The equation was used to 
construct a nomograph for calculation of TL at each annulus. 

ESTIMATED TL AT EACH ANNULUS 

Predicted TL at each annulus was combined by year class regardles s of the 
year collection was made and grand average TL was computed (Table 6). TL at the 
end of t he firs t 10-yrs of life were estimated at 7.2, 11. 7, 15.0, 17.4, 19.3, 
20.8, 22.3, 23.8, 24.9 and 27.7 inches. Growth during the first year of life 
varied from 5 .4-8.6 inches. Growth was greatest i n the first year of l ife and 
diminished at a systematic rate as age increased. 

Examinati on of the increments of growth indicated in certain years growth 
was greater than others for all ages regardless of year the collection was made. 
A growth index for calendar years 1959-1967 was computed by measuring the per
centile deviation of growth in one year from the grand average increment. The 
resulting va l ues were subtracted from 100 and adjusted so their sum was zero. 
The O value indicated average growth while plus and minus values denoted above 
and below average growth. 

Growth i ndices were 0, 11, 17, 13 , 0, -15, -8 , 20 and -56 for the calendar 
years 1959- 1967. Buff alo growth was extremely poor i n 1967 while bes t growth 
occurred the previous year. The poor growth in 1967 was mostly attributed to 
the extreme abundance of the 1966 year class . 
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Table 6. Estimated total body length of the end of each year of life for 
bigmouth buffalo • 

Year of life 
Year Growth 
class 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 index 

.,,.. 

1967 5.4 8 .6 -56 
1966 5.7 8.8 11. 1 20 
1965 5.8 11. 0 13 .4 15. 3 - 8 
1964 6.4 10 . 8 14.4 16 . 5 19 . 4 -15 
1963 8.6 13 . 2 15.9 17.8 17. 9 20.1 0 
1962 8.6 13 .3 16.7 17 . 8 19.6 20.3 21. 7 13 
1961 8.2 13 . 3 16 .1 17.6 19.0 20.7 21.2 22.7 17 
1960 8.4 13.5 16. 1 17.7 19.0 20.6 22 . 6 22.5 23. 9 11 
1959 7.5 12 .6 16.6 19 . 3 21.1 22 . 2 23.4 26 . 1 25.9 27 . 7 0 
X TL 7.2 11. 7 15.0 17.4 19 . 3 20.8 22.3 23. 8 24.9 27.7 

X inc. 7. 2 4.5 3 . 0 1.8 .1. 7 1.4 1.3 1.4 • 7 1. 8 

GROWTH IN LENGTH AND WEIGHT 

One requirement for computation of yield and production estimates is a 
mathematical description of growth. A convenient method of mathematical repre
sentation for growth is a Walford line (Walford, 1946) computed by the equation 

it+ l = £00 (1 - k) + kit 
where k was a function of the rate of change in length between £t+l and it. 
The variable .Q,t was length of a fish at annulus t while it+l was length of fish 
after 1 year of growth . The constant £00 denoted the maximum attainable length 
of fish from the population. 

Emperical determinat ion of k for bigmouth buffalo by re~ression was .79 
and £00 was 29. 4 inches. The coefficient of determination (R) was . 98 (Figure 1, 
segment A). Further evaluation and validation of the Walford line was achieved 
by plotting loge(ioo - it) against age (Figure 1, segment B). The relationship 
was linear indicating £ex, was a valid estimate. Asyptotic lengths by both 
estimates agreed closely with actual lengt hs of buffalo caught in fishing gear. 
Largest buffalo taken was 28. 4 inches which was !-inch shorter than the computed 
maximum length . 

Growth in weight was derived as the product of length for each age and mean 
weight computed from length-weight relationship. By using the 1969 length-weight 
relationship, growth in weight for ages 2-10 was .90 , 1.92, 3.02, 4.15, 5.12, 
6. 35, 7. 74, 8. 94 and 12. 31 lbs. 

- ~ - - - ' ~- ,. -· - - - -
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There was a change in mean weight of bigmout~ buffalo during the investi
gation. In 1966 , mean weight was 3. 46 lbs followed by a decline to 1. 87 lbs 
in 1967 and 1. 04 lbs in 1968. There was an increase in 1969 and 1970 to 1.25 
and 1.90 lbs. The systematic decl i ne and recovery in mean weight was a result 
of the abundant 1966 year cl ass becoming vulnerable to gear during 1967. The 
year class was fully recruited by 1968 and mean weight of buffalo increased in 
1969 and 1970 from growth . 

POPULATION DYNAMICS 

Factors influencing population change are not totally evident by measuring 
only life history statistics. Population density, movement, age structure, 
mortality rates and biomass are also essential to determine impact of exploita
tion. 

POPULATION DENSITY 

Numerical estimates of bigmouth buffalo populations were conducted in 1966 
and 1969. The estimate was based on· the Schnabel method of multiple sampling 
and estimated by 

where 
A 

N = estimated number in the population 
Mt= total number of marked fish available at sampling interval t 
Ct= total sample collected in interval t 
Rt ' = total number of marked fish in Ct. 

These estimates yielded both cumulative and i ndependent values at each sampling 
interval. Confidence i ntervals for the 95% level were determined from the 
equation 

R 
s = 

(~CtMt)2 
A A 

wheres is the standard error of 1/N . 

Buffalo were marked over the entire conservation pool in 1966. During the 
project segment 440 buffalo were captured, 366 marked and 2 were recaptured. 
The estimated population density was 80 ,520 ± 3,360,000 bigmouth buffalo or 16 
per surface acre. Confiden ce intervals were extremely great because of the small 
nwnber of recaptures and the estimate was considered unreliable. 

Method of es timation was changed in 1969 because of the difficulty to mark 
enough fish in one season and yet expect an adequate recapture sample for 
reliable population estimates. A sub-sampling area was used to avoid this in
effectiveness, but this method a l l owed movement of marked fish out of the study 
area causing over-estimation error of the population . An evaluation of movement 
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was made to account for emmigration, and population estimate computations were 
adjusted accordingly. Details of the study area and methods of movement evalua
tion are given by Mitzner (1971). 

Fish marked for movement studies were also used as a sub-population from 
which recaptures were sampled to determine population estimates. Fish were 
marked and captured continuously and estimates were made for each period in 
addition to cumulative estimates. Sampling was initiated on 8 April and termi
nated on 12 August. Frame nets were used exe.Ius-ively for sampling and records 
were kept on number caught, marked and recaptured. 

Marked fish were recaptured during all netting intervals. In all, 52 fish 
were recaptured during the season. Greatest recapture rate occurred in Period 7 
when 1.5% were marked (Table 7). Individual estimates varied from 69,643 to 
1,887,578 in Periods 2 and 6. Cumulative estimates were less variable and ranged 
from 69,643 in Period 2 to 566,957 in Period 6. Final cumulative estimate was 
435,182 or 366 buffalo per surface acre with 95 % confidence limits of 281-526 per 
surface acre. An adequate approximation of the final estimate was reached by 
Period 5 with some variation in the sixth period, but values were stable until 
termination of the estimate. 

Table 7. Independent and cumulative estimates of bigmouth buffalo in 1969 

N N 
* 

N Independent Cumulative 
A A 

Period Captured Marked Recaptured N N 

1 626 0 0 0 0 
2 1,511 507 11 69,643 69,643 
3 750 1,722 0 ------ 187,050 
4 736 2,330 2 857,400 290,180 
5 715 2,924 2 1,045,300 390,874 
6 1,078 3,502 2 1,887,578 566,957 
7 2,038 4,374 30 297,100 394,730 
8 150 6,000 1 900,000 405,260 
9 397 6,121 4 607,509 420,818 

10 116 6,439 0 ------ 435,182 

* Adjusted for marked fish leaving study area. 

MORTALITY RATES 

Mortality rates were determined from the age structure of the buffalo 
population. Standard aging techniques were used from random samples collected 
from frame net catches since 1966. Approximately SO individuals were sampled 
bi-weekly. Mortality rates were computed for fish age II and older because 
younger fish were not captured with the sampling gear. Some of the estimates 
might be questionable because of large variation in year class strength (Table 8). 
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Table 8 . Age structure of bigmouth buffalo population expressed as per cent 
frequency • 

Age 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

II 3.4 12.2 85.6 3 . 9 3.5 _,.. 
4 . 9 3.0 2 .'l -- 83 . 6 . 1 III 

IV 15.7 19.6 2.5 2.1 84. 0 
V 28.9 14.3 2. 6 1.2 7. 0 

VI 22. 5 6.7 3.2 3.7 1.0 
VII 4.9 3. 0 2.9 3. 6 1. 3 

VIII 1.5 .9 . 8 1.8 1. 3 
IX .3 .2 .2 .6 .6 
X . 3 0 0 . 2 1.3 

XI 0 0 0 . 2 0 

Regardless of possible unreliable estimates the analysis was completed for 
individual year s and compared by analysis of variance t o test the validity of 
the estimates. 

Age structure was transformed and fitted to the linear model 

loge(l0)Y =a+ bX 
where Y is per cent of occurrence in the sample and Xis t he correspondi ng age 
class. Coefficient b was an estimate of instantaneous (i) mor tality r at e . 
Annual (a) mortal ity rate was determined from t he fun ction 

a = 1 - i - e . 
Regressions for individual years were 

A 

1966: log (lO)Y = e A 

6.051 - .409X 
1967: log (lO)Y = e A 

6.314 - . 490X 
1968: loge(lO)Y = 6.286 - . 555X 

A 

1969: loge(lO)~ = 5.853 - .452X 
1970: l oge(lO)Y = 3.783 - . 143X. 

Correlation coefficients were> .66 except in 1970 when i t was .21. 
Analysis of variance of the b values for individual years showed common slope 
and instantaneous mortality rate. Yearly regressions wer e pooled and yielded 
the regress i on equation 

loge(lO)Y = 5.616 - .400X 
with correlation coeffi cient of .63. 
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The standard deviation from regression was used to establish 95% confidence 
limits for i. For the pooled regression they were ±.15. Annual mortality rate 
was .33 ± .14 (Figure 2). 

ESTIMATED BIOMASS 

Harvestable biomass of bigmouth buffalo was defined as the difference 
between growth and recruitment which would i~~reJl.$e standing crop and total 
mortality which would reduce biomass. These factors were measured for five 
consecutive years and used to estimate mean standing crop. A single biomass 
estimate would not adequately describe a population on an instantaneous basis 
because of seasonal and yearly fluctuation of the parameters inherent in the 
model. The purpose of the following estimates was not to determine instantan
eous values but reconstruct mean biomass estimates characteristic of the 
steady state population. This makes the estimates more applicable to a long 
term fishery. Errors inherent for these computations were minimized by establish
ing 95% confidence intervals around the estimates. 

Biomass estimates were determined by systematically reducing the estimated 
population density by mean annual mortality rate starting at age I I. Total 
weight for each age group was computed from the product of density and mean 
weight. Total biomass was the sum of age groups 11-X. 

Numerical means for ages 11-X was 124, 83, 56, 37, 25, 17, 11, 8 and 5 fish 
per surface acre with corresponding weights of .89, 1.91, 3.00, 4.12, 5.15, 6.41, 
7.81, 8.92 and 12.40 lbs. Product of mean weight and estimated density was 110, 
159, 168, 152, 129, 109, 86, 71 and 62 lbs per surface acre (Figure 3). Total 
standing crop of fish age II and older was 1,046 lbs per surface acre. The 
minimum estimated biomass based on a population density of 280 buffalo per acre 
was 118, 134, 111, 81, 54, 35, 23, 13 and 10 lbs per surface acre for ages 11-X. 
Total standing crop · was 579 lbs per acre (Figure 3). 

It is likely these were valid estimates particularly when compared with the 
reported estimated biomass from other areas. Carlander (1955) summarized standing 
crop of buffalofish from 17 mid-western reservoirs from Texas to Illinois, and 
20 rough-fish lakes in Minnesota. Reservoirs had mean standing crop of 161 lbs 
per surface acre and ranged from .5-1,016. Minnesota lakes had a mean of 167 
lbs per surface acre and ranged to 1,144. 

Determination of the critical size within the buffalo population was 
essential to establish size restriction or mesh limitations. Critical size was 
defined as the point where biomass of a year class starts to decrease and occurs 
when total mortality surpasses growth in weight. Fish should be harvested 
slightly prior to this mode for greatest efficiency. Once critical size has 
been determined the type of gear and maximum intensity of the fishery can be 
adjusted to maximize harvest. Mean standing crop estimates of buffalo indicated 
critical size was approximately 17 inches or 2.8 lbs. Critical size based on 
minimum standing crop was 14.5 inches or 1.7 lbs. 
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SELECTIVITY OF EXPERIMENTAL GIL~ NETS 

Knowledge of gear efficiency and selectivity was essential to control 
maximum harvest with negligible affect upon sport fish populations. A study 
was conducted at Coralville Reservoir in 1970 to evaluate selectivity of gill 
nets for both catch success and body size of fish. Gill nets were chosen 
because of their success in established commercial fisheries, particularly at 
the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers. The obj_ective of this segment was to 
determine what mesh size and quantity of gear would be necessary to regulate 
commercial harvest at a sustained level without jeopardizing the sport fishery. 

METifODS AND PROCEDURES 

Preliminary gill netting during the third and fourth study segments showed 
there was substantial seasonal and locality variation in catch success and size 
selectivity of bigmouth buffalo. The population was not only dominated by an 
extremely large year class, which influenced size distribution, but buffalo showed 
some tendency to school particularly during periods of spawning activity. Any 
activity which increased movement of fish proportionately accelerated catch 
success. 

The main problem of the experiment . was to develop a sampling design which 
would discern the unique effects of different mesh size on catch success and 
body size while accounting for variations due to extrinsic factors. Of these, 
location and season were paramount. 

A series of four experimental gill nets were constructed, each containing 
one 50-ft panel of 4-, 5-, 6- and 7-inch stretch mesh. Position of each treat
ment level was placed according to the following Latin-square design 

1-
w 

1 

2 

2 3 

4 

POSITION 

1 2 3 4 

A B C D 

B C 0 A 

C D A B 

D A B C 

where A, B, C and D denoted mesh sizes 4-, 5-, 6- and 7-inch. 
mesh size was defined by its lateral distance from shore with 
closest. Individual nets were numbered 1 through 4 depending 

Position of the 
Position 1 the 
upon the array of 
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mesh sizes. As an example, the inshore end of Net 1 contained 4-inch mesh and 
increased by I-inch intervals as net position increased toward mid-water. 
Randomization of position and net number was impossible because it would require 
complete reconstruction of nets upon conclusion of the series. Web material was 
No. 208 multi-strand nylon twine hung to sink with braided leadcore and poly-
float lines. · 

Each net was fished at two different locations due to unequal horizontal 
distribution of fish. The sites were located ~bo~t 200 yds apart, 8 miles up
stream from the damsite. Each site was sampled d~ily over a four-day period 
without particular selection of net sequence. 

Seasonal variation in catch success and body size were measured by repli
cating each series at weekly intervals during May, June, July and August. In 
all, 8 netting experiments were completed during the season. 

Sets were made at a minimum depth of 11 ft between 3-4 PM and lifted the 
following morning between 8-11 AM. Each period was defined as one net-day. 
Captured fish were counted and measured separately at each site and position. 

The overall experiment consisted of 8 discrete experiments at 2 netting 
sites. Since the experimental design was a factorial classification, analysis 
of variance procedure in a completely randomized model was used with the level 
of significance set at the .05 level. Deviations mean squares due to experi
mental units were cross classified at all levels of sites x replications. 
Variations due to position an~ net number were nested within the experimental 
units. Treatments sums of squares were sub-divided into a response curve by 
orthogonal contrasts. All counts were transformed by /x + 1/2 to stabilize 
variance due to non-normality in distribution of residuals and eliminate zero 
counts. Examination of the emperical cumulative distribution of residuals by 
probability plotting indicated this transformati on was satisfactory. 

CATCH SUCCESS OF GILL NETS 

Total catch of fish in gill nets was 2,267 fish, of which 999 was bigmouth 
buffalo (Plate 3). Carp was second most numerous with 859; followed in importance 
by 343 carpsucker, 32 crappie, 18 channel catfish, 11 bullhead, 3 walleye and 
2 northern pike. One of the most important results of these experiments showed 
when mesh sizes of 4-inch stretch measure of larger were used< 3% of the catch 
was game-fish species. Catch of game-fish was< .5% in 6- and 7-inch mesh. 

Analysis of variance (Table 9) showed highly significant differences 
(P < .01) in catch success between mesh sizes. The 5-inch and 7-inch mesh was 
most effective with 4.6 and 4.0 FND compared to 3.7 FND with 4-inch mesh and 
3.3 FND with 6-inch mesh (Figure 4). Extension of the analysis of treatment 
sum of squares by orthogonal contrasts indicated the response of catch success 
to increased mesh size was not linear, but could be best described by cubic 
regression. This fact further supported the observed instability of year class 
strength with the predominant 1966 year class causing significant inflections 
in the catch curve. The high catch rate in 7-inch mesh was rather unexpected 
because these fish were not sampled by frame nets. This segment of large-sized 
buffalo were far more abundant than previously estimated. 
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Plate 3. Bigmouth buffalo was most effectively taken with gill nets. 
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Table 9. Analysis of variance in mean catch success of bigmouth buffalo in 
experimental gill nets 

source of variation 

Experiments 
Sites 
Periods 
Sites x Periods 

Nets within experiments 
Positions within experiments 
Treat ments 

Linear 
Quadratic 
Cubic 

Residuals 

Total 

*significant at .05 level. 

** ' Significant at .01 level. 

df 

(15) 
1 
7 
7 

48 
48 
(3) 
1 
1 
1 

141 

255 

ss MS F 

S,.9. 59 
, . .~85 
55.88 

.85 2.36 
7.98 22 . 16** 

2.86 . 41 1.13 
67.22 1.40 3 . 88** 
21.85 .45 1. 25 * 

4.39 1.46 4.o5** 
.02 . 02 .OS 
.06 .06 . 16 

4.31 4.31 11. 97** 
52.13 0.36 

205.18 

Mean catch success of buffalo was 3.6 FND at Site 1 and 4.1 FND at Site 2, 
slightly below the 9-5% level of significance. First order interaction between 
sites and netting periods was also non-significant. 

Seasonal catch success of buffalo in the gill nets showed bi-modal distri
bution (Figure 5). Mean catch success in the first weekly period was 6 . 09 FND 
and decreased to 2.13 in Period 2 . During the next two periods catch reached 
maximum values of 6.91 FND and 6.50 FND followed by a systematic decline to the 
lowest value of 1 . 38 FND in the last biweekly interval. The difference in these 
values was highly significant (P < .01). 

Variat ions in catch rate attributable to the position each mesh treatment 
occupied in the net, which represented the distance each treatment was l ocated 
from the shoreline was significant (P < .OS) . Mean catch success values showed 
an increasing systematic trend from inshore toward midwater. Lowest catch 
success value was recorded at Position 1 with 3.74 FND, which increased to 
3.86 FND at Positi ons 2 and 3 and reached a maximum value of 4 . 16 FND at Position 
4. 

There was highly significant differences (P < .01) in catch success between 
net numbers resulting from non-randomization of net x position in the two-way 
t able. 
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SIZE SELECTIVITY OF GILL NETS 

Body size se lect ivity of mesh treatments showed disproportionate abundance 
due to the 1966 year c las s. This segment of the populat i on was vulnerable in 
both 4- and 5- inch mesh , but capture in the latter weighted the sample with 
smaller individua l s. Mean lengths at 4-inch and 5-inch treatment levels were 
16.6 and 16. 5 inches, respectively. Mean lengths increas ed in 6-inch and 7-
inch mesh t o 21. 3 and 22. 5 inches (Figure 6). Standard devi ations ranged from 
tl.59 inches i n 7-inch mesh to ±3 . 17 inches in~4-inch mesh. Distri bution of 
body size was homogeneous in relation to treatment posit i on , and although more 
fish were found in the off-shore area the size distribution was identical to in
shore area because all meshes had identical means regardless of position. 

POTENTIAL EQUILIBRIUM YIELD 

One of the i mportant objectives of this investigation was to determine the 
rate populations of commercial food fish could be exploited wi t hout interferring 
with sport fi sheries. Foregoing sections of this report adequately defined the 
magnitude of the buffalo population . . Satisfactory exp l oitation rate was to 
be established by experimental exploitation, but two major problems precluded 
completion of this phase of the project . Fish could not be exploited to levels 
where changes in population stat istics were expected and it was impossible to 
establish sustained differences during the project. Even mortality of 125 lbs 
per surface acre from winter kill showed no differences i n catch success, growth , 
condition, mean weight or population density. If major di fferences occurred 
they were not measured because of the nearly instantaneous, resilient nature of 
the populations. Sus t ained trends in established commercial fisheries are 
usually pres~nt afte.r many years of intensive exploitation. Long-lived commer
cial species ,may r equire up to 10 years before populat i ons reach equi librium, 
even though there are drastic changes immediately fo llowing initial exploitation. 
Baranov (Ricker, 195 8:217) described the theory of initial and sustained 
yield and Thomps on (1934) documented changes occurring in an actual fishery . 

Equilibrium yield models developed by fisheries biol ogi s ts since 1910 were 
designed to predict sustained annual harvest. These models contain variables 
of recruitment , growth, natural mortality, fishing mortality and stock density . 
These parameters were measured during the investigation at Coralville Reservoir 
and were applied t o existing models . 

The method us ed by Beverton and Hol t (1957) is one of the most comprehensive, 
and was used in the abbreviated expr es s i on (10 .18 of Ricker) for estimates of 
potent ial equilibrium yields of buffalo at Cora lvill e Reservoir. 

Statistics r equired f or t he yield :uation were 

TO = 0 years = age at 0 leng-

TQ = 2.5 years = age when fi.:- uecome acceptable as food or have 
market value 

TR = 3-7 years depending on mesh size = age of recruitment 
Q = 100 per surface acre = number of indi vi duals that reach age TQ 
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Figure 6 . Size distribut i on of b igmouth buffalo in experiment a l gil l nets. 
Horizontal lines are means, vert i ca l l ines are r anges and bars ar e 
one s t andard deviation. 
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R = 84-20 per surface acre depending on ~esh size= yearly number of 
recruits which enter the fishery at age TR 

p = .10-1.60 = instantaneous f i shing rate 
q = .36-.07 = instantaneous natural mortality rate 
i = .46-1.67 = instantaneous tot al mortality rate 

i 00 = 29.4 inches= maximum attanable size of stock as determined by 
the Walford equat i on 

W
00 

= 2.78-10.20 lbs = mean weight of stock when i ts length was £00 or 
when fish are no longer vulnerah1e -to gear 

K = .24 = -logek where k is slope of the Walford line 
Y = yield in lbs. 

The realtionship between fishing and natural mortality was not documented, 
but total annual mortality (a) was determined at .33 when fishing mortality (m) 
was 0 . When mortality due to exploi t a tion was imposed at different levels the 
per cent of fish taken in the fishery which otherwise would be included as 
natural mortality, would be ax m. This value was subtracted from total mortality 
at m = 0 to produce equilibrium natural mortality(~), or~= a - am. For 
p = .20, m = .18 and a= . 33 then n = .33 - (.33) (.18) = .27 or instantaneous 
natural mortality (q) would be . 31. From the equation i = p + q , instantaneous 
total mortality was .51. These r elationships provided instantaneous total and 
natural mortality with varied fishing intensity (Table 10). 

Table 10. Relationship of total instantaneous mortality (i) to instantaneous 
fishing mortality (p) and natural mortality (q) 

p m q i 

.1 .10 . 36 .46 

.2 .18 .31 .51 

. 3 .26 .28 .58 

.4 .33 .25 .65 

.5 . 39 .22 • 72 

.6 .45 .20 .80 

.8 .55 .16 .96 
1.0 .63 .13 1.13 
1. 2 . 70 .11 1. 31 
1. 4 .75 .09 1.49 
1. 6 .80 .07 1. 67 

Stock loss from TQ to TR by natural mortality was determined from the 
equation 

-q (T - T ) 
R = Qe R Q 

A 

n 

. 30 

.27 

.24 

.22 

.20 

. 18 

.15 

.12 

. 10 

. 08 

.07 

and (R) varied with mesh size and age at recruitment. Mean recruitment rate for 
the individual mesh treatments were 84, 58, 35 and 20 buffalo per acre from an 
estimated density of 100 per acre at TQ. 
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Estimated yield was computed independently fq;r each mesh size. Mean ages 
at recruitment (TR), for these meshes were 3, 4, 5.4 and 7 years and had 
asymptotic weights (W00) of 2.78, 4.57, 7.23 and 10.20 lbs (Table 11). 

Table 11. Variable statistics of bigmouth buffalo for selected mesh size 

,,. 
R"" TR 

,_ 
Woo 

Mesh Age of Rate of Maximum attainable 
size recruitment recruitment wgt 

4 3.0 84 2.78 
5 4.0 58 4.57 
6 5.4 35 7.23 
7 7.0 20 10.20 

The model for equilibrium yield computations was expressed by 

using the previously defined notations. Compuation of yield using 4- inch mesh 
varied from 17 lbs per surface acre with pat .1 to 46 lbs per surface acre with 
pat 1 . 0. Yield decreased slightly to 42 lbs per acre when instantaneous 
fishing rate , was increased to 1.6 (Table 12). 

' 

Table 12. Estimated equilibrium yield in lbs per surface acre for 4-, 5 - , 6-
and 7-inch mesh with varied exploitation rates (p) 

Mesh !;ize in inches 

p 4 5 6 7 

.1 17 25 30 30 

. 2 29 43 54 52 

.3 38 54 69 68 

.4 41 62 80 81 

.5 43 67 88 88 

. 6 45 70 92 94 

.8 45 73 99 102 
1.0 46 74 102 107 
1. 2 45 73 104 109 
1. 4 44 73 105 111 
1.6 42 72 104 111 
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Yield increased when values for 5-inch mesh were used in the computation 
with pat .1, yield was 25 lbs per surface acre while pat 1.6 provided a yield 
of 72 lbs per surface acre. Maximum yield was achieved at 74 lbs per surface 
acre with pat 1.0 . 

Six-inch mesh was more productive than 4- or 5-inch mesh and maximum yield 
was 105 lbs per surface acre with pat 1.4. Range was 30-104 lbs per surface 
acre at minimum and maximum levels of fishing. 

Yield estimates decreased for 7-inch mesh at the .1-.3 levels of fishing 
when compared with 6- inch mesh, but were greater than 4- or 5-inch mesh. Loss 
of yield at lower fishing intensity was due to natural mortality without 
compensatory gain in biomass of stock by growth. Maximum yield was 111 lbs per 
surface acre and occurred at fishing rate of approximately 1.5. 

Yield computations were plotted with instantaneous fishing rate as the 
independent variable and mesh s i ze the dependent variable. The relationship 
(Figure 7) showed isopleth contours in lbs per surface acre based on an entry 
of 100 bigmouth buffalo. Combinations of mesh size and fishing intens ity to 
achieve desired exploitation level, are obtained from this relationship . Line 
AA represents a response surface for maximum harvest with the most productive 
mesh size. For instance, if 90 lbs per surface acre sustained harvest was 
desired the most efficient combination would be an instantaneous fishing rate 
of .5 with about 6 1/ 2-inch mesh. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Bigmoutl} buffalo is the most important commercial species of food fish at 
Coralville Reservoir. because of its large biomass and market demand. For this 
reason commerci al fishing regulations should be derived for harvest of surplus 
stocks of bigmouth buffalo. Carp and carpsucker populations comprised approxi
mately 230 and 40 lbs per acre, but market demand and price are substantially 
less than for buffalo . Carp and carpsucker will provide small commercial 
value, and will be of secondary importance compared to bigmouth buffalo. 

Changes in populations can be expected at Coralville when a commercial 
fishery is estab lished and bigmouth buffalo will be affected more than any 
species. An equilibrium fishery will not be established unt il nearly 5 years 
after origination because a single year class requires this time to move through 
the fishery. Initial exploitation will provide greater yields than equilibrium 
estimates, but the reduced population will produce a stable fishery. Stock 
density can also be expected to decl i ne until equilibrium is achieved. 

Change in stock density may indirectly effect sport-fish populations. The 
initial yield of bigmouth buffalo should be high so f orage species such as 
No;tJwp,u., and gizzard shad may expand into the biological void and provide sport
fish populations with a larger forage base. If commercial fishermen were 
restricted so they could not operate profitably the initial high harvest may 
not be great enough t o create an adequate void for f orage species. 
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Figure 7. Yie l d isople t h contours of ;,_i.. gmcuth buffalo expressed as lbs per acre 
and based on 100 per acre when TQ i s 2. 5 years . 
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Regardl es s of benefits to sport fishing the buffalo, carp and car psucker 
populations are a wasted, renewable resource and could be mor e effici ently 
utilized. At sustained yields of 100 lbs per surface acre and average mar ket 
prices of 20¢, bigmouth buffalo would provide a gross value of $100 ,000 per 
year to the fishery. The fishery might be valued several t imes greater during 
initial exploitat ion . Carp and carpsucker would also increase t he value of the 
fishery. 

There is li ttle need to regulate t he fis):ler>;· for maximum sus t ained yield 
if benef i t to t he sport fishery is the sole objective. Over-exploi tat ion of 
commercial populati ons would be required t o enhance the sport f ishery, but this 
probably would not occur, even with unrestricted harvest of food fish . As 
stocks diminished , yield would decline to a level where profitab l e exploitation 
would cease, causing the f ishery t o become self-regulatory at a l eve l below 
maximum sustained yield. Unnecessary restrictions on commer cial fishermen would 
tend to reduce t ot al annua l yield and contr adict management of the sport 
fishery . 

There 
cial gear . 
and lessen 

is some inherent danger to sport fish by accident al deat h in 
This s ituation can be minimized by proper selection of mesh 

the incidence of illegally kept sport fish. 

commer
s ize 

An important aspect of the commercial fishing potential at Coralville 
Reservoir i s excessive Di eldrin concentr ations in fish f lesh. Routine monitor
ing of pes ticide concentration in water -i ndicated chlorinated hydr ocarbons were 
carried into rivers by soil eTosion and high concentrations were associated with 
intensive r ow crop farming. This prompted a study to determine pes ticide levels 
in edible portions of fis h from major drainages. Bigmouth buffalo at Coralville 
Reservoir contained Dieldrin concentration of 900 PPB, three t imes greater than 
Food and Drug Administration guidelines. Buffalo> 20 i nches had concent rations 
ranging up to 1,200 PPB. Carp and carpsucker were below FDA guidelines . The 
guidelines pertain t ·o i nterstate marketing of edible food fish . Iowa has the 
same standards for Dieldrin content in fish flesh. 

Fish kills caused by low DO have occurred in 1965, 1969 and 1972 . Run-off 
in January-March caus i ng high BOD and subsequent decl i ne in DO wi l l continue 
and periodic f ish loss can be expected in the future . The buf f alo populat i on 
is resilient and survival of eggs and larval fish should be excellent f ol lowing 
the decl ine i n populations. After the winter kill in 1965 there was high 
surviva l of the 1966 year class. The fishery might decl i ne briefly after a 
winter kill but shall recover as new year classes are recruited . Wh en equilibrium 
is established some variat i on in catch can be expected because of erratic year 
class strength . 

The r esults of t hi s investigation are of value t o he lp appraise commercial 
fish populations i n other waters. Although the study was speci fical l y designed 
to evaluate commerci a l species at Coralville, statistics such as growth and 
mortality rates shoul d be similar to buffalo from other waters . Stock density 
and recruit ment rate of buf f alo at other waters might be entirely different 
and some indication of abundance shoul d be available before applying t he results 
of this investigat ion. Caution should be used especially when making compari
sons with other waters having greatly different physical and chemical character
i stics . 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Results of t his investigation have proved a commercial f ishery is 
biological l y feas ible at Coralville Reservoir . . Based on predicted yield 
estimates and average market prices the fishery is also economically feasible. 
The value of the fishery was es t imat ed at $100 , 000 yearly depending on i nter est 
by commerci al fishermen and exploitat ion . The fishery may also provide popu
lation control fo r rough fish thereby enhancil}g-- t!J·~ sport fisher y. Regardless 
of the justification for a commercial fishery there will be more efficient use 
of a wasted resource. 

The fo llowing recommendations should be considered t o implement the results 
of this investigation. 

1. A commercial fishery should be developed at Coralvil le Reservoir . 

2. Re gul at ions should be flexible during the first years of the 
fi shery. Commercial fishermen should not be discour aged from 
fish i ng during the initial phase of exploitati on by cumbersome 
regul ations. If the sport fishery can be enhanced the maximum 
harvest should occur during the first 5-years of the fis her y . 
Cat ch statisti cs would also tend to be more reli ab l e and easier to 
evaluate from a fishery with brief and concise r egul ations. 

3. The fishery should be evaluated yearly. If more res t ri ctive or 
liber al regulations are required they can be more effect ive ly 
implement ed. 

4. Geogr aphic limits should be from the darn to Johns on Count y Ro ad "0". 
The ' area below the darn should be from the boat r amp on the northeast 
side of t he tailwaters, downstream to abandoned US Highway 218. 

5. Commercial fishing season should be from 1 October through 30 April. 
A confl i ct of commercial fishing and water-rel ated r ecr eation should 
be avoided at least until the fishery becomes established. 

6. The initial fishery should be restricted to tramme l and gill net 
wi t h a minimum size mesh of 6-i nch stretch measur e . 

7. Each piece of gear should have an identification tag attached listing 
the operator 's name and address. 

8. Permi t s fo r gear should be consistent with thos e required at the 
Miss iss i ppi and Missouri Rivers. 

9. Only fish from the families Ca.to~tomidae or Cyp!U.J'U.dae may be kept. 

10. Constant attendance of gear ~;:::::uld be required in the tai l waters area. 
Gear i n Cor alville conservation pool should be attended daily . 
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11. Records should be kept monthly by the permit holder and returned 
no l ater than 10 days after the month has ended. If he fails to 
return monthly records his permit should be revoked . Statistics 
should be obtained independently for both tailwat ers and pool 
with aggregate weight of each species . for each type of gear. 
Permit holders should be encouraged by field personnel to return 
accurate records . 

12. Warning on Dieldrin content of bigmouth "buffalo and its implications 
should be specified on each permit. 

13. Warning on adjacent waterfowl refuge violation should also be written 
on the permits. 
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